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AutopilotBlinkyOne-EyeWheelie (Captain B. McCrea) Cold, calculated, wrong, insensitive, intelligent, impatient, relentless, strictly White and Black High-Tech steering wheel with central, luminous red eye The Buy n Large Corporation Follow Directive A113 preventing people on board Axiom from returning to Earth (failed) Captain B.
McCrea (formerly) GO-4, Axiom's Stewards (formerly) WALL-E, EVE, M-O, Captain B. McCrea, John, Mary, Axiom's Stewards , being captain, following his directive interference in his directive, is shutting down gets his auto mode deactivated, leaving the captain under control. Sir, the orders are... Don't go back to Earth. We can't go
home. Give me the plant. AUTO, short for Autopilot, is the main antagonist of Disney•Pixar's 2008 animated feature film WALL-E. The content of [the show] 700 years before the event in the film, megacorporation Buy n Large (BnL) was to blame for the drastically high level of toxicity of the planet. It was so high, in fact, that the president
and CEO of Buy n' Large, Shelby Forthright, gave directive A-113 in the year 2110, because lustrum earlier (year 2105) was the origin of the clean-up operation, which ended in bitter failure. The directive was, essentially, to prevent any attempt to return to Earth unless, sometime in the near future, life proves viable for the human
population. The judgment on whether the Earth is viable for life or not would be based on signs of plant life (it can be assumed that because there was no plant life, which was probably extinct due to the level of toxicity, Shelby argued that the Earth was not reliable for human habitation at the time). All Autopilots, including the AUTO itself,
have literally taken the directive. It is assumed that AUTO took the directive as: Prevent any attempt to return to Earth at all costs when the mission actually meant: Do not return to Earth unless it is once again proven to be viable for life. Because of auto error, humans have remained in space for centuries. The only thing left on Earth was
WALL-Es and incinerators, which were supposed to clean up tons of garbage left on the planet while humans escaped into space. Of course, lustrum after 2105, WALL-E and incinerators were either destroyed by overload or shut down because they were too slow to clean up. Either way, 695 years later, only one WALL-E unit, at the age
of 700 years (because WALL-E and incinerators were invented around 2105), would still be functional either because it was not extinguished or survived from parts of its similar units. AUTO's personality is reminiscent of much of the hal 9000 personality from 2001: An Odyssey in Space. As a machine, he shows no emotion and just
adheres to the orders given to him by the president of the Axiom Corporation, through protocol A113. As such, With his programmed commandments, he can also be rather relentless in his desperate quest for success with his commandments, even if it means forcing the human crew to obey their will. Ability Approach to boat control:
Since it is steering, AUTO has complete control over Axiom internal systems and is able to directly think with the panels in the Bridge with their hands or access the systems remotely as seen when the AUTO locks Captain McCrea without touching any plates. Outstretched hands: AUTO's hands function both as a handle for the captain
and as a finger for a CAR to interact with the plates on the bridge... and as a poking device. One of his hands also has a claw that helps the CAR pick up and hold things, as seen when he tried to snatch the plant from both McCrea and WALL-E. Taser: One of the CAR's hands has a built-in retractable taser for the CAR to defend the
bridge against a riot of rogue robots or passengers and protect the captain. Ironically, the taser was used for the mutiny, successfully used on WALL-E and unsuccessfully on Captain McCrea. It looks like WALL-E By this time, more precisely by the year 2805, humans still remain in space and are morbidly obese due to extreme bone
decay and rely too much on technologies on Axioma. AUTO is still inclined to follow its directive and has become commander of Axioma because Captain B. McCrea does little other than make morning announcements and watch out for the ship, waiting for an alien probe for an vegetation assessor scanning the Earth for any signs of
plant life returning positive and left in the dark about AUTO's true colors. When one specific EVE really returns positive, the A-113 is clearly seen in the AUTO's eye and, thus, auto nabs the plant from EVE without her knowing it and gives it to its right lack, GO-4, from there to try to discard later. Then, when EVE was brought to Room B.
McCree, she doesn't realize she was empty-handed until the CAR scans her and finds nothing. After McCrea declares a false alarm, everything returns to normal and EVE is then declared defective by the AUTO and the captain. the GO-4 and MVR-A transport bot then take the EVE check for assessment. After a while, the captain scans
the dirt that WALL-E left behind, instantly guessing his curiosity and asking his main computer questions about Earth, the Ocean and all the other topics he had no idea about. Auto becomes clearly suspicious of this action, now that the captain is armed with the knowledge that the AUTO kept its robotic voice box closed and so, promptly,
they call it the night, but not before the captain asks what the dance is, what the computer responded to. All this would later trigger an AUTO rebellion: when McCrea was busy watering the plant, taking care of it as a gardener and when he said those words, he looked at the world The earth before the event in the film, and then on the
yellow ball of high toxicity, which was still the Earth, hence their home, though (i.e., in McCrea's eyes), stating that they must return to Earth. McCrea calls the CAR room so he can force him to put the plant in a holo-detector so they can hyper-jump to Earth. When the AUTO sees a plant that it thought had been disposed of, it then re-
displays the directive and declares that it is not necessary to return to Earth. McCrea, without paying attention, says he's going to kill the Holo detector himself. The CAR then stops him and insists that McCrea hand over the plant, to which McCrea responds by telling him to get out of the way. THE AUTO continues by saying that they can't
go back to Earth, and when McCrea interrogates them, the AUTO refuses to answer because it's classified and when McCrea pushes the thing saying that the CAR can't withhold details to the captain, the CAR tries to catch the plant from him, but McCrea keeps it at bay from him. Finally, McCrea demands that AUTO tell him what's so
confidential about it, saying it's an order. The AUTO finally gives in and shows him what's classified and why he's left out in the dark. The video featured events from 695 years ago (as Axiom was sent into space in 2105), was the CEO and president of Buy N' Large, Shelby Forthright, apparently embarrassed beyond reason for his failure
to try to save the Earth itself. At the time of the video, it was assumed that Operation: Recolonize became a failure because even with WALL-E units trying to do their best, it was nothing more than unrealistic for the country to be clean in 5 years because of many forms of pollution and garbage and all but one WALL-E was closed or
flooded. To add oil to the fire to his embarrassment, Shelby then tells all Autopilots that it would be easier for humans to stay in space and that life was no longer good for Earth because of toxic levels. Shelby then leaves with the same directive given 695 years before the film, the A-113, and declares that the Autopilots are in charge of the
ship, that they will have complete control and that the return to Earth will be denied, and Shelby leaves after that. After the clip, McCrea then asks when the message was sent, and the computer corresponds to 2110, calculated nearly 700 years ago. McCrea mocks the words of the BnL president and says things have changed and the
plant has been evidence of that and further supports his point by saying that the plant is alive and growing. AUTO says it's irrelevant, McCrea then argues that it's all too relevant because it was their home in that place and saying that McCrea can't just sit there and do nothing (which most people and himself did, obviously), which he
admits that all the people he himself ever did: nothing at all. AUTO then declares that it must follow the directive, McCrea, mccrea. Noticing images of all captains from generations of nanigo, McCrea notes that the CAR is in everyone, which means that he was the real captain of Axiom; The others were just figureheads. McCrea then
advocates for the CAR and declares that they're going home whether they like it or not, which the AUTO isn't. Although he got very close to the captain's face, he simply called go-4, which took the McCrea plant and buzzed at it when he tried to get it back. McCrea then realized it was a rebellion. With the GO-4 by its side, it seemed to
have an advantage until WALL-E emerged from the trash. Auto then demanded that WALL-E give him a plant, which WALL-E does not give and stores it in his body, these are the doors that hit the CAR in the process. WALL-E then gloated with his victory, but the AUTO only responded by giving him a taser and seriously damaging it,
causing WALL-E to fall back down the garbage chute, taking the plant with it. The CAR then turns off EVE and go-4 immediately throws it into the trash chute. AUTO then tells McCrea that all communications have been cut off and restricted in his quarters. Just when AUTO thought it had won that battle, he saw a warning from rogue
robots depicting WALL-E, EVE, M-O and a plant taken by one of the stewards, to his disbelief. Then sends each other SECUR-T after them. Just then, the captain then warmed up the monitor to send a message that he was holding the plant, which was a holographic image of WALL-E holding it and mocking the AUTO saying that if he
wanted the plant back, McCrea then said, Come and get it, Blinky. The CAR then scans the room in search of McCrea to retrieve the plant. McCrea then jumps the CAR and somehow ends up in the command deck, where the CAR rules everything, squeezing through a hole in the ceiling. GO-4 tries to help the CAR, but just ends up
getting himself knocked back from the fight, thrown out the window of the tower by hitting the captain of it, and crash-lands apart from the pool on the Lido deck, breaking it. As McCrea and AUTO continue the battle for dominance, the captain successfully presses the button that activates the holo-detector, triggering the recolonization
sequence and automatically causing all passengers to ride on to the lido deck where the holo-detector is located. After noticing that WALL-E, EVE and the facility are near holo-detectors, the AUTO finally has enough and easily crashes McCrea by turning left. Because he's an Axiom's wheel, it causes the ship to tilt left, knocking
everything in that direction. Then goes over to press the holo-detector button to turn it off, but WALL-E tries to keep it back up by putting it between it and the floor. The car presses the button again, this time holding it down to get down. WALL-E, however, continued to hold a holo-detector, although its treads dangerously close to the
distance between it and the floor. Finally, as a last resort, the car activated its taser and used it to press the button so hard it snapped. Although the holo-detector was only a few centimeters until it closed, it caused the WALL-E to get squashed and stuck between the gaps. Despite the fact that McCrea was without his chair, he got upright
and jumped the CAR again after seeing the car crush wall-e with a holo-detector. It's possible that after seeing WALL-E broken by a car, McCrea found the will to stand up and continue the battle. As the captain calls for a rematch, the AUTO fires its taser again, but before trying to zap McCrea, the captain then sees that the only way to
master the AUTO was to turn his Auto Switch on Manual, in which McCrea finishes the AUTO and directive A113 by turning the exposed switch on the manual pilot. AUTO then gives the last No... and it shuts down, leaving McCrea in control of Axiom and, finally, the end of the AUTO line, now just a regular boat wheel. McCrea then uses
it to return Axiom to its original position and direct it back to Earth. Trivia AUTO around is an obvious hommage and reference to the HAL 9000 from 2001: An Odyssey in Space. Also, like HAL, AUTO strives to complete its mission that has been given to it, even at the expense of the people it is supposed to protect. The white lining
around the eye also bears little resemblance to the safety domes, core personalities and GLaDOS, the main antagonist from portal (which is also inspired by HAL). AUTO is unusual among many of Pixar's antagonists, because it only followed orders instead of trying to inflict malice or harm on the protagonists if necessary. Gallery An
early version of auto in the deleted scene, Sir, I insist you give me the plant. AUTO o for electric shock WALL-E. AUTO electric shock WALL-E when refusing to give plant himAuto control panelAUTO deactivatedAddd photo to this gallery External connections AUTO on Pixar Wiki Wiki
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